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Radiation profile of the gamma-activity between 0.4
megavolts and 3.0 megavolts from a glaciological pit at the
South Pole. The three distinct peaks at 1.4 meters, 3.1 meters,
and 4.4 meters are thought to represent fallout from different

nuclear weapons test series.

apparent that each fallout zone represents a nuclear weapons
test series. The peak we found at 4.4 meters apparently came
from the nuclear test series that was terminated in 1958 (Pic-
ciotto and Wilgain, 1963), whereas the peak at 3.1 meters
resulted from the new series of thermonuclear detonations
fired in September 1961. Finally, the peak at 1.4 meters can
be correlated with the French nuclear tests on Muraroa Is-
land during 1970 and 1971 which were in the megaton range
(Anonymous, 1971).

Thanks are extended to the French glaciological team
under the direction of Claude Lorius for their aid in prepar-
ing the pit at South Pole Station and the information they
provided relating to the beta ray radioactivity measurements.
Research for this program was supported by National Science
Foundation grants DPP 7508075 and DPP 7623441.
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Particles in the air at the South
Pole

GLENN E. SHAW

Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska

Fairbanks, Alaska 99701

The sources and physical properties of particles sus-
pended in the air at South Pole Station were studied by per-
forming inversions on measured optical extinction and scat-
tering data (Twomey, 1965). Submicron-sized particles, or
aerosols, are found in concentrations ranging from 10 to 1500
particles per cubic centimeter throughout the antarctic tro-
posphere and above the surface boundary layer. The total
mass of particles in a vertical column is about 5 x 10 grams
per square centimeter, which represents an average mass
mixing ratio of particles-to-air of only 2 x 10; the antarctic
aerosols are truly trace constituents.

The aerosol size spectrum tended to be bimodal, with par-
ticle concentrations enhanced at radii of 5 x 10 centimeters
and at 5 x 10-7 centimeters. This bimodal structure can be in-
terpreted to mean that the natural aerosol over the antarctic
plateau consists of two fundamentally different modes: an
Aitken mode (average radius 5 x 10- centimeter; concentra-
tion 1500 per cubic centimeter), which dominates the num-
ber concentration, and a large-particle mode (average radius
5 x 10- centimeter; concentration 0.5 per cubic centimeter),
which dominates the mass concentration.

Calculations have been made on the dynamical behavior
of particulates that coagulate together under the action of
Brownian motion. The results indicate that the smaller
Aitken particles cannot be more than 2 days old; they must
have been produced in the vicinity of the antarctic plateau it-
self, probably by nucleation from trace atmospheric gaseous
constituents. The equivalent saturation vapor pressure of the
Aitken particles is only 3 x 10- 10 Torr, or smaller than typical
partial pressures found for many trace gases, such as SO 2, in
clean atmospheres. The conversion rate of gas-to-particles is
calculated to be 4 x 10 .21 grams per cubic centimeter per sec-
ond (equivalent to a particle production rate of 0.01 Aitken
particles per cubic centimeter per second).

Although the Aitken particles predominate in the
measured aerosol number concentration at South Pole, they
constitute at most only a few percent of the total particulate
mass. Likewise, most of the particulate mass and hence the
largest portion of material deposited in snows or caught on
filters must come from the relatively few in number, but large
in size, atmospheric particles in the particle mode centered
near 5 x 10- centimeter radius. Possible sources for these
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large particles are salts from oceans or minerals from conti-
nents that are advected into interior Antarctica, and also
perhaps particulates that rain in from outer space. Kumai
(1976) reports finding a large proportion of sea salt material
in snow crystal nuclei, and Murozumi et at. (1969) report
finding 75 times more soluble (salt) material in antarctic
snows than insoluble (mineral) material.

These observations are consistent with the hypothesis that
the source of the large aerosol particles over the plateau is pri-
marily oceanic. In agreement with this, calculations indicate
that only an infinitesimal amount of mineral aerosol compo-
nent could be transported into interior Antarctica from conti-
nental sources outside Antarctica, such as the Kalahari desert
in Botswana or the Atacama desert in Chile. The major im-
pediment (besides the meridional distances of more than
5000 kilometers) to such long-range transport of continental
aerosol material is the great difficulty which the particles
would have in penetrating the strong cyclonic storm systems
that surround the continent.

Nevertheless, there are also problems in ,inderstanding
exactly how salts from the oceans manage to penetrate inland
for 2,000 kilometers and how they are carried upwards more
than 2,000 meters to reach the South Pole. Backward wind
trajectories indicate that the source of the oceanic aerosol is
usually in the vicinity of the Weddell or the Bellinghausen
Sea. At times, however, when the weather systems shift from
their usual positions, one might expect to find wind-blown
dust from the dry valleys of Southern Victoria Land at the
South Pole. This source of mineral aerosol is expected to be
insignificant, however, not for lack of high winds or exposed
ground, but because the dry valleys are at low elevation (900
meters mean altitude) in comparison to South Pole, and they
comprise only a small area of exposed land (about 4,000
square kilometers).

The optical properties of antarctic aerosols can be
described as follows: they scatter and absorb approximately 2
percent of the total direct solar radiation in summer when the
solar elevation is 20°. Optical extinction caused by the parti-
cles is larger at blue wavelengths than at red wavelengths and
follows approximately a A-3.5 relationship. The time
behavior of the aerosol optical thickness is shown in the
figure for austral summer 1978. The particles return almost
half of the total scattered energy back to space, which would
be expected to cause a slight reduction in the radiative heat
balance. In the case of radiative equilibrium, and in the ab-
sence of absorption, the particles over the Plateau would
lower the temperature, but only by about 0.01'C. A more im-
portant climatic effect of the aerosols may be associated with
their role in nucleating ice crystals or snowflakes; precipita-
tion on the Plateau may depend critically on the numbers of
particles and their size.

Continued studies on the evolution and transport of at-
mospheric particulates to the antarctic plateau is underway to
understand the cause of deposited dust bands that are
preserved in the polar ice.

The author is indebted to Ronald Peck who made the
measurements at South Pole during austral summer 1977-78.
This work was sponsored by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 76-20629.
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Some considerations in deriving
poleward water vapor transport

values for coastal East Antarctica

is true whether or not the weather station is prone to katabatic
winds. The reason is that strong surface winds, frequently ac-
companied by poor visibility caused by blowing or falling
snow, make balloon release an unpleasant and sometimes
dangerous task. Even, if the balloon starts its ascent through
the very turbulent surface layer, the suspended radiosonde is
often destroyed by collision with the surface.

Table 1. Surface wind conditions prevailing when radiosonde
balloons were released and when soundings were not obtained.
Mawson (67.6°S.62.9°E.) is frequently under the influence of
katabatic winds, whereas Syowa (69.0°S.39.6°E.) rarely is.

Surface wind speed
	

Frequency	Failure frequency
at time of	of occurrence	in a given speed

launch	 (%)	range xloo(%)a
(ms)	M b	5C	M	S
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0- 4
5- 9

10-14
15 - 19
20-24

25 or more

11	52	lod	0
24	22	1	0
39	13	4	2
14	7	4	12
6	4	10	13
6	1.4	61	60

Seasonal and annual snowfall amounts are poorly known
for many parts of the coastal slopes of East Antarctica. In a
study designed to provide this information, precipitation is
derived as a residual from the water vapor conservation equa-
tion for the atmospheric volume overlying the region con-
cerned. The other dominant component in the budget
calculation is the convergence of integrated water vapor
transport, with net evaporation from the underlying surface
and changes in water vapor storage making only a small con-
tribution. Rasmusson (1977) discusses the general approach.
Meridional (that is, in the north-south direction) transport
convergence is nearly proportional to the net amount of water
substance carried across the continental periphery. Con-
vergence in the east-west or zonal direction is presumed to be
negligible.

The time average of the total integrated meridional
transport of water vapor (T) at a fixed location is defined as
follows:

P

T=!J 
S 

qVdP=J qVdP+ 1 f q'V' dPg p0	p0	gJ p0

where q is specific humidity, V the meridional wind compo-
nent (positive toward the north), P 0 the pressure at a level
above which the moisture content of the air is insignificant
(taken to be 300 millibars), P s the surface pressure, and g the
acceleration due to gravity. The overbar indicates a time
average, in this case for one month, and a prime denotes a
departure from the mean. The last two terms in the equation
will be called, respectively, the integrated mean and eddy
water vapor transports. These integrals are computed from a
time series of rawinsonde observations which yield q and V as
a function of P one or more times per day. However, there are
gaps in the data that do not occur at random. Equipment
problems aside, successful balloon soundings are biased
toward lighter surface-wind conditions; as table 1 shows, this

aFailure frequency = No of missing soundings
bM = Mawson, 1968.
CS = Syowa, 1971.	No. of possible soundings
dcaused by one extended period of equipment breakdown.

However, it is these occasions that are often associated
with large poleward transports of sensible and latent heat.
Their importance is illustrated in table 2, which was obtained
from the exceptionally good data record for Mirny
(66.6 S.93.0°E.). It is clear that serious error may result if no
allowance is made for missing soundings. This consideration
is also applicable to calculations of the poleward transport of
sensible heat, as, for example, in the study by Rubin and
Weyant (1963). It also should be noted from table 2 that the
eddy term makes a large contribution to net poleward transfer
of water vapor. Lettau (1969) demonstrated this for the sum-
mer half-year at Byrd station (80.0°S. 120.0°W.) in West Ant-
arctica. Therefore, T cannot be estimated from monthly
means of q and V.

Even the mean transport cannot be derived from monthly
averages of radiosonde data published in climatic summaries
(for example, Monthly Climatic Data for the World). First, the
vertical spacing of levels is too great to resolve adequately the

'Fable 2. Integrated meridional transports of water vapor
(kilograms per meter per second) recorded at Mirny in 1972.
(Instances of high surface winds preventing a balloon sounding
are rare in summer.)

	

Total	Mean	Eddy	Number of
soundings

August"	-6.8	1.0	-7.8	- 62
Augustb	-2.8	3.4	-6.2	59
AugustC	3.4	4.5	-1.1	62
December	-3.0	-1.9	-1.1	62

aAll data.
binstances in which surface-wind speed exceeded 24 meters per sec-
ond excluded. (No such occasions in December.)
Conly levels usually given in climatic publications used.
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